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Abstract 

Given the performance of original affinity propagation algorithm is greatly affected by 

preference (P), stability threshold-based affinity propagation clustering algorithm (STAP) 

is proposed in this paper, including stability threshold to obtain the state of convergence 

when getting real class number and capture the corresponding P, and it take S-type 

function as damping factor to accelerate the convergence speed of STAP clustering 

algorithm. Besides it is successfully applied in the financial evaluation of public 

companies. The simulation experimental results show that, comparing the traditional 

affinity propagation clustering algorithm, STAP clustering algorithm can obtain high 

precision and fast convergence rate to improve clustering performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Affinity propagation is a new clustering algorithm appeared in the journal Science by 

Frey in 2007. Currently, the algorithm has been successfully applied to image 

segmentation [1-3], image search [4], gene identification [5-6], text clustering [7], 

determining the optimal air route [8] and so on. In recent years, many scholars have 

proposed a variety of improved methods, for instance, Givoni proposed that affinity 

propagation was coupled with hierarchical clustering applied in dynamic simulation of 

HIV mutant strains [9]. Qasim proposes that affinity propagation was combined with 

semi-automatic text concept maps [10]. Jihong Yu proposed that using the vector space 

model to calculate similarity applied to three-dimensional model ships for uniform view 

space projection [11]. Wenshuai Wang proposed a new data stream clustering along with 

affinity propagation called SAPStream algorithm. 

We propose an improved affinity propagation using stability threshold to optimize 

parameter P more accurately，and accelerate the convergence speed with S-type function 

as convergence factor. Then we introduce STAP index to the financial evaluation in the 

field of public companies for improvement of stock investment. 

 

2. Affinity Propagation Clustering Algorithm 

Affinity propagation takes as input a collection of real-valued similarities between data 

points. For points ix
 and kx

, 
( , ) i ks i k x x    

[11]. Later, the median of similarities is 

chosen as shared values–this value can be varied to produce different numbers of clusters, 
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we call it preferences (P) [12]. Then, there are two kind of messages exchanged deciding 

which points are exemplars, and which point it belongs to [13]. For (1), the 

“responsibility”, sent from data point i  to candidate exemplar point k, reflects the 

accumulated evidence for how well-suited point k  is to serve as the exemplar for point i . 

The “availability”, sent from candidate exemplar point k  to i , reflects the accumulated 

evidence for how appropriate it would be for point i  to choose k  as its exemplar in (2) 

[14]. To limit the influence of strong incoming positive responsibility, the “self-

availability” 
 ,a i k

 is updated as (3) [15]. For point i , the value of k  that maximizes  

   , ,a i k r i k
 either identifies point i  as an exemplar. When updating the messages [16], 

  (damping factor) is set to times its value of previous value plus 1   times updated 

iteration in (4) and (5). All of it did not change until 10 iterations
 [17]

. 

        
. .

, , max , ,
k s t k k

r i k s i k a i k s i k
 

   
                                             (1) 

      
 . . ,

, min 0, , max 0, ,
i s t i i k

a i k r k k r i k
 

  
   

                                      (2) 

    
. .

, max 0, ,
i s t i k

a i k r i k
 

 
                                                      (3) 

     1 1
( , ) ( , ) 1 ( , )

t ttr i k r i k r i k 
 

  
                                          (4) 

     1 1
( , ) ( , ) 1 ( , )

t tta i k a i k a i k 
 

  
                                        (5) 

 

3. Stability Threshold-Based Affinity Propagation Clustering 

Algorithm 

Traditional clustering is achieved upon the whole set of attributes or variables, and 

therefore only capable of discovering global information [18]. Nevertheless, affinity 

propagation clustering algorithm has many advantages include identifying outliers, but it 

cannot obtain optimal preferences. We take some methods to improve it as follow. 

 

3.1 The Optimization of Preferences 

Table 1 shows results under different preferences to analyze the impact that 

preferences on clustering performance. Table 1 demonstrates that preferences have great 

impact on Silhouette (Sil), number of clusters (NC), time of algorithm. Choosing adaptive 

preference may gain optimal number of clustering. STAP algorithm can solve the 

optimization of preferences to search the class space more accurately. 

Table 1. Experimental Results of Wine by AP under Different P Value 

P Time Iterations Sil NC 

1 
0.255050 89 -0.3544 12 

2 
0.181141 117 -0.2727 11 

3 
0.218614 166 -0.2319 7 

4 
0.290893 256 -0.243 8 

5 
0.39452 376 -0.1825 6 

6 
0.657784 689 -0.3172 6 

… … … … … 
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16 7.862692 9367 0.0678 3 
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Figure 1. NC of Ionosphere under Different P Value 

Figure 1 shows that NC of the Ionosphere increases as preferences change in three 

stages, clustering number in state1 repeats rarely and convergence of it is quick called 

convergence phase. State 2, which is named stabilization phase, gets better NC and 

accuracy, results from state 3 distort. In the experiment of large number of data sets can 

be found that the characteristic in three stages. 

We present a technology of preferences optimization that using stability threshold to 

measure steady state of iteration and quantifying it through mathematical modeling. 

Stability threshold is the repetition degree of clustering results. The larger the repetition 

degree is, the more stable the algorithm iteration. At this time it can achieve excellent 

clustering performance under the corresponding preference in the class space. 

Selection of stability threshold is very important, the sample and dimensions of data 

sets have great influence on the clustering results of AP, Therefore putting forward a kind 

of linear function about sample and dimensions as a limit of stable threshold, SN is 

sample, Dim is dimension: 

lim
ST

SN
ST

n Dim


                                                                (6) 

The value of the stability threshold is mainly determined by the sample and dimension. 

The greater the number of samples and the smaller the dimension are, the greater the 

degree of dynamic search is, and vice is true. This complies with the principle of the AP 

algorithm clustering. n is proportional to ratio of the sample and dimension, the degree of 

fitting of them is better when default n = 5. 

Linear function proposed in this paper about the stability factor, shock factor and weak 

stability factor as a stable threshold function. Stability factor is the clustering results of 

repetitions, shock factor is the clustering results of oscillation frequency, and weak 

stability factor is decreasing number of the step length is one. Weak stability factor is 

used to more accurately get the steady state of data sets with fewer shocks. SF means 

stable factor, CF is shock factor, and WSF means weak stability factor: 

ST SF CF WSF                                                              (7) 
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3.2. The Accelerating Technology with S-type Function 

Given the convergence rate of AP for large data and high-dimensional data is slow, we 

propose a method to accelerate technology, which accelerates technology with S-type 

convergence factor. For AP clustering algorithm, the larger the damping coefficient is, the 

slower convergence speed is [19]. Appropriate damping coefficient reduces the algorithm 

running time. Default value: a=1, b=1, d=1, net=4: 

( ) / (1 exp( ))f net a b d net    
                                           (8) 

In this paper, the STAP algorithm clustering algorithm is as follows: 

(1) Enter the similarity matrix S (i, j). 

(2) Searching the preference, step length is 1. Initial P value of similarity matrix is the 

median, i≠j . 

(3) Updating ST, SF, CF, and WSF. 
( 1) ( ) ( 1)( , ) ( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )t t tr i k f net r i k r i k       

 
( 1) ( ) ( 1)( , ) ( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )t t ta i k f net a i k a i k       

 

(4) Breaking when / ( )ST SN n Dim   

 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

Experiments of AP and STAP are in a same computer (Pentium G645 2.9 GHz CPU, 

4GB). The damping coefficient of the parameters is λ=0.5, the algorithm selects the 

evaluation index of Silhouette-effective clustering evaluation method. As shown in table 2, 

different sample of data sets including high and low dimension ensure comprehensiveness 

and effectiveness of the simulation experiment. 

Table 2. Characteristic Parameters of Experimental Data Sets 

Data sets from UCI Samples Dimensions 

Wine 178 13 

Iris 150 4 

Ionosphere 351 34 

Seeds 210 7 

Harberman 306 3 

Cmc 1473 10 

 

The affinity propagation clustering algorithm is, generally speaking, extremely 

effective to low dimensional datasets and cannot work on the increasing high dimensional 

datasets in different areas effectively. Algorithm time is too long, moreover, we uses S-

type function to select the appropriate value to adjust damping coefficient and lessen the 

time, the experimental results as shown in following table 3, wine, iris, seeds, harberman 

are low dimension and less samples, the difference is very small, Ionosphere which is 

high-dimensional algorithm reduces time by 73.3%, in addition, the Cmc reduces time by 

11%. This shows that when the sample and dimension are bigger, the algorithm running 

time is less, this technique is effective. 
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Table 3. Comparison of Time by AP and the Improved AP Algorithm 

Data sets from UCI time of AP time of AP  

with S-type function     

Wine 0.156582 0.150809 

Ionosphere 57.204761 15.277670 

Cmc 20.614013 18.342031 

Harberman 0.703635 0.678900 

Iris 0.121239 0.119951 

Seeds 0.212192 0.206391 

 

As Figure 2 seen, we use artificial data set to describe AP and STAP algorithm 

clustering performance. Artificial data set is automatically generated by the binomial 

distribution random data through Matlab, AP clustering result is 6 classes, and STAP is 2, 

STAP clustering results are closer to actual situation of the data, the recognition rate is 

100%. This suggests that the STAP clustering algorithm has obvious performance. 
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(a) Improved AP                                 (b) AP 

Figure 2. Results of the Improved AP Clustering Algorithm 

Table 4. Clustering Results between AP and STA-AP 

Data sets 

from UCI 

AP 

sil 
NC of AP STA-AP Sil STA-AP 

NC 
Known NC 

Wine -0.3544 12 0.3562 3 3 

Iris -0.1894 12 0.4542 3 3 

Ionosphere No results 49 -0.0092 2 2 

Seeds -0.2594 17 0.3946 3 3 

Harberman -0.2668 31 0.3959 2 2 

 

Table 4 shows that the proposed STAP clustering algorithm is compared with the 

original algorithm. The Silhouette increases significantly, Wine, Iris can achieve real class 
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number. We improve the performance of AP clustering and realize the optimization of 

preferences. But the algorithm also has its own shortcomings, because the stability 

threshold is based on the algorithm of iteration and the ratio of the sample and dimension, 

stability without appearing in the process of convergence is not applicable of the 

algorithm. 

 

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 

STAP clustering algorithm was applied to 2013 in the third quarter of 98 public 

company financial index evaluation in this paper, we put forward the concept of STAP 

clustering index to measure the stock in the status of public companies in the industry. 

Attributes select average earnings per share, average per share capital reserve fund, 

average undistributed profit per share, average return on net assets and average net assets 

per share. All the data is from the tidal wave net. 

Table 5. The Third Quarter of 2013 Financial Index of Public Companies 

public  

company 

 

Average 

earnings per 

share 

average per 

share capital 

reserve fund 

average 

undistributed 

profit per share 

average 

return on 

net assets 

Average net 

assets per 

share 

002285 0.48 1.3155 1.09 12.81 3.76 

002146 0.93 0.7711 2.72 17.92 5.18 

000671 0.37 0.2526 1.32 14.09 2.6 

600173 0.098 0.1077 0.79 4.82 2.03 

600208 0.046 0.1797 0.72 2.34 1.98 

600383 0.16 1.3094 2.7 3.01 5.32 

… … … … … … 

600767 -0.083 0.1561 -0.09 -7.67 1.09 

000502 0.037 0.1233 -0.08 3.4 1.08 

 

Running STAP clustering algorithm, 98 public companies are divided into 2, STAP 

clustering index level one has 24 and level two has 74. 

Table 6. Clustering Results of STAP on Public Companies 

STAP 

index 

Average 

earnings per 

share 

average per 

share capital 

reserve fund 

average 

undistributed profit 

per share 

average 

return on net 

assets 

average net 

assets per 

share 

Level 

one 

0.546 0.816 2.247 12.863 4.45 

Level 

two 

0.099 0.879 1.084 0.084 3.161 

Table 6 shows that the level one’s average earnings per share is 5 times as much as the 

secondary level, the rate of average net assets per share is 153. The differences of two 

important indexes illustrates STAP clustering algorithm’s effect is remarkable. STAP 

clustering index can effectively evaluate the performance of optimal stock and can serve 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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as an important parameter for investment. Investors should pay close attention to first 

level. Secondary enterprises need to adjust the strategy and promote the further 

development. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Original affinity propagation clustering algorithm can improve the performance 

through adjusting the preferences, but you cannot know the actual preference in advance. 

Stability threshold-based affinity propagation clustering algorithm uses the method of 

stability threshold to find stable state of NC space and the homologous preference. At the 

same time the S-type function is introduced into the algorithm as a convergence factor to 

improve convergence for single cycle. Combination of preferences optimization and 

accelerating technology make it better. In addition, STAP algorithm for evaluation of 

financial indicators of public companies also gets satisfactory results. We need further 

research when data structure is complicated like multi-manifold. 
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